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ABSTRACT 
T i t l e  of Thesis: Relationship Between Slow D r i f t  and Smooth Pursuit 
Eye Movements 
Robert Jesse Cunitz, Doctor of Philosophy, 1970 
Thesis directed by: Robert M. Steinman 
Associate Professor 
The present research examined the  relationship between noisy 
d r i f t ,  cor rec t i re  d r i f t  and smoth  pursuit eye movements. Machmias 
(1961) suggested that smooth pursuit  of a moving target  i s  controlled 
by t h e  same l o w  velocity system that corrects position e r rors  pro- 
duced by noisy dr i f ts  during f ixa t ion  of a stationary target .  The 
present study examined t h i s  suggestion by recording two-dimensional 
eye movements with a contact lens-optical lever while 2 experienced 
subjects f ixated and subsequently tracked a point target  suddenly 
set in to  motion i n  8 unpredictable direct ions a t  6 constant veloci- 
t ies  (0.5 t o  64 min arc/sec). A correlat ional  technique was used t o  
determine the  degree t o  which dr i f ts  corrected position e r rors  during 
f ixa t ion  of a stationary target .  A vector averaging procedure was 
used t o  determine the  direct ion and velocity of smooth pursuits. 
It was found: f i r s t l y ,  slow dr i f ts  could be an appreciable source 
of compensation fo r  posit ion errors along a l l  retinal meridians during 
the f ixa t ion  of a stationary ta rge t .  This finding i s  new, because 
pr ior  research had shown tha t  d r i f t s  corrected position errors  only 
pa ra l l e l  t o  a idiosyncratic directions e Another new re su l t  was 
the finding t 
correcting f ixa t ion  posit ion errors .  
.3 sec d r i f t s  could be as effective a s  saccades i n  
faster than 8-16 arc/sec, slow d r i f t s  became direct ional ly  uniform, 
moving the eye i n  t he  direct ion of the ta rge t  a t  s l igh t ly  l e s s  than 
t a rge t  velocity. 
arc/sec, the eye dr i f ted  much faster than  the target  moved, and d r i f t  
direct ion was not influenced by the direct ion of target  motion. 
changes i n  d r i f t  d i rect ion and velocity,  which occurred when the target  
moved faster than 8-16 min arcjsec,  were interpreted as evidence for a 
velocity threshold f o r  smooth pursuit. The velocity threshold l a y  
within the  range of d r i f t  ve loc i t ies  observed during f ixat ion of a s ta-  
tionary target. This finding supports Xaehmias' suggestion t h a t  a 
s ingle  low velocity control system i s  responsible for  both corrective 
dr i f ts  and smooth pursuits. 
When the target  moved more slowly than 8-16 min 
The 
A servomechanical model of l o w  velocity eye movement control was 
developed t o  summarize the present results. The model incorporates 
a l l  low velocity eye movements (noisy and corrective d r i f t s  as well  as  
smooth pursuits)  within a single descriptive framework. 
ures of the model include: 1) a source of noisy dr i f ts ,  which, when 
f a s t  enough, i n i t i a t e  corrective dr i f ts  during f ixat ion of a stationary 
ta rge t ,  2 )  time-delay and l o w - p a s s  components t o  simulate the response 
latency of t h e  smooth eye movement system alzd the inabi l i ty  of the 
smooth system t o  follow very rapid changes i n  ta rge t  position, 3) a 
d i f fe ren t ia tor  t o  simulate the  smooth pursuit velocity threshold and 
cower t  changes i n  target  image posit ion to  velocity signals which 
guide l o w  velocity corrective eye movements and 4)  a Type "0" semo 
whose output velocity is  always less than i t s  input velocity. 
The main feat-  
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The oculomotor system tha t  controls human eye position has 
many of the  charac te r i s t ics  of a closed-loop position control servo- 
mechanism. This type of servomechanism,in i t s  lest formulation, 
consis ts  of a summing input terminal, some device exhibiting for- 
ward t ransfer  character is t ics  and a unitary gain feedback loop. 
the example shown i n  Fig. 1, t h e  actuating signal, X, is  the differ- 
ence between t h e  input and output positions. The output motion of 
the system serves t o  reduce t h i s  difference signal because the  feed- 
back loop transmits t he  output posit ion back t o  the summing point. 
In  t i m e ,  the  signal, - X, approaches zero and no fur ther  output motion 
is  necessary. 
simple posit ion control  servo w i l l  become apparent when the  input- 
output ( stimulus-eye ro ta t ion)  relationships of t he  oculomotor system 
are described. 
In 
The usefulness of th i s  analogy between the eye and a 
Fig. 1. A SIMPLIF'IED POSFTIOlB CO;t9fROL 
input output 
posit posit  ion 
The outputs of t he  oculomotor system are spherical rotat ions of 
t he  eyeball. Eye rotat ions are produced by contractions of three 
pa i rs  of opposing reciprocally innervated muscles attached t o  the 
1 
2 
outside surface of the  globeo 
eye so as t o  position t h e  r e t i n a l  image of a re la t ive ly  br ight  target  
on a small ( l e s s  than 20 min a rc  diameter) portion of the fovea, the 
region of best d e t a i l  vision. Once a target image i s  located w i t h i n  
t h i s  "optimal" locus ( "fixated"), t h e  eye's external musculature pro- 
vides the small amount of image motion which is  known to  be necessary 
f o r  t he  maintenance of target vis ibi l i ty . '  Two d i s t inc t  types  of eye 
movements, saccades and slow dr i f ts ,  a r e  f o u d  during maintained f ixa-  
t i o n  of a stationary ta rge t  object. 
These extra-ocular muscles ro ta te  the 
Saccades are small, fast (5-10 deg arc/sec) rotations tha t  typic- 
a l l y  occur twice each second and move the  eye through an angle of about 
5 min a rc  (Zuber, Stark and Cook, 1965; Ditchburn and Foley-Fisher, 
1967). Saccades a re  "corrective", i,e e a s t a t i s t i c a l l y  significant 
number re turn the retinal image of the f ixa t ion  target  toward the opti-  
mal locus (Cornsweet, 1956; Nachmias, 1959). The direct ion and magni- 
tude of a saccade depends upon the r e t i n a l  position of t h e  attended 
portion of t he  v i sua l  array re la t ive  t o  the  optimal locus (the f ixat ion 
e r ror )e2  
e r ror  (Cornsweet, 1956) or  by the time t h a t  has elapsed since the  las t  
saccade (Nachmias, 1959) a 
Saccades a re  in i t i a t ed  either by t h e  s ize  of the f ixat ion 
abilized" ta rge t  images disappear Rmerous experiments . have shown 
An ensive discussion of t h i s  
small eye movements prevent target  disappearance by continuously 
placing f resh  retina under the target. 
phenomenon i s  beyond the scope of the present paper. 
reader is  directed t o  a review by Heckenmueller (1965) 
2Fixation saccades may not be position "corrective" movements e l ic i ted  
by f ixa t ion  errors  but rather, small scanning movements which indicate 
a s l igh t  shif t  i n  a t tent ion within a circumscribed portion of the visual  
f i e l d  e See Cunitz and einman (1969) fo r  a discussion of t h i s  inter-  
pretation of t he  function of small f ixa t ion  saccades. 
The interested 
3 
Intersaccadic d r i f t s  a r e  slow (3-8 min  arc/sec) eye movements 
that occur i n  the intervals  between saccades (Ditchburn and Foley- 
Fisher, 1967)~ 
been described: "noisy" d r i f t s  t ha t  allow the target  image t o  wander 
away from the  optimal locus, and "corrective" d r i f t s  t ha t  move the 
displaced target  image back toward t h i s  position. Errors produced 
by noisy dr i f ts  during f ixa t ion  are corrected mainly by saccades 
(Nachmias, 1959) e Corrective d r i f t s  have been demonstrated only 
along a f e w  idiosyncratic meridians where saccadic correction was 
minimal (Nachmias, 1959; Fiorent ini  and Ercoles, 1966) e 
has been inferred, but not shown quantitatively,  that  corrective 
d r i f t s  can effectively take over control of eye position when saccades 
are suppressed by experienced subjects who expl ic i t ly  avoid making sac 
cades during f ixa t ion  (Steinman, Cunitz, Timberlake and Herman, 1967) e 
When the eye d r i f t s ,  two kinds of slow movements have 
Recently it 
The th i rd  major kind of' eye movement, smooth pursuit, i s  observed 
when subjects t rack  a moving ta rge t ,  Smooth pursuits are  slow eye 
movements i n  the  direct ion of ta rge t  motion. These movements have 
been studied f o r  ta rge t  ve loc i t ies  as  l o w  as  10 min arc/sec (Yarbus, 
1967) and as high as 30 deg arc/sec (Westheimer, 1954). Most quanti- 
t a t i v e  studies of smooth pursuit have been confined t o  ta rge t  veloci- 
t i e s  between 0.5 deg arc/sec am3 15 deg arc/sec. Saccades occur from 
time t o  time during smooth pursuit (Dodge, 1907) and serve t o  correct 
posit ion e r rors  created by the subject 's  inabi l i ty  t o  exactly match 
the velocity of t he  ta rge t  (Puckett and Steinman, 1969) and by the  
latency between the onset of t a rge t  motion and the act ivat ion of the 
smooth pursuit system (Westheimer, 1954; Rashbass, 1961; Robinson, 
1965) e 
stationary on t h e  retinae 
0th pursuits keep the image of a moving target  re la t ively 
4 
There are, then, three corrective oculomotor outputs (saccades, 
corrective dr i f ts  anit smooth pursuits)  an3 one non-corrective output 
(noisy dr i f ts)* Because there are four  k inds  of system outputs, any 
servomechanism analogue t o  eye position control must be complicated. 
The descriptive problems would be simp1if"ied if cit were possible t o  
demonstrate that a l l  outputs were independent of one another: they 
could then be modeled separately. 
fied if some of these d is t inc t ions  were not warranted, and a smaller 
set of qual i ta t ively d i f fe ren t  outputs were suff ic ient  t o  describe the  
system, For example, if corrective d r i f t s  and smooth pursuits are the 
same output (one responding t o  a stationary target ;  the other respond- 
ing t o  a moving ta rge t ) ,  a single low velocity control system could be 
a suff ic ient  description. 
The description would a l so  be simpli- 
A t  present, one important simplification can be jus t i f ied  experi- 
mentally, saccades and smooth pursuits are independently controlled 
Rashbass (1961) demonstrated t h i s  independence i n  two ways e 
subjects were asked t o  t rack a t a rge t  t ha t  moved with a s tep displace- 
ment immediately followed by a constant velocity displacement i n  the  
d i rec t ion  opposite t o  the  step. mbjects tracked by f i rs t  smoothly pur- 
suing the  constant velocity t a rge t  and only later made a saccade back- 
war& t o  cancel t h e  f ixa t ion  e r ror  produced by t h e  step. 
showed differential  effects of barbiturates on high and low velocity 
tracking, Large doses of these drugs completely eliminated smooth 
pursuit  without influencing saccadic tracking. Rashbass concluded 
t h a t  saccades and smooth pursuits are generated independently of one 
another: saccades are caused by, and reduce, r e t i n a l  position errors.  
Smooth pursuits are caused by movement of t he  ta rge t  image and they 
prevent t h e  image f r o m  being swept across t h e  r e t i n a l  surface. 
F i r s t  , 
Rashbass, a l so  
5 
Robinson (1965) presented fur ther  evidence f o r  the independence 
of t h e  smooth and saccadic systems by showing tha t  t he  two systems 
have different response latencies (200-250 msec f o r  saccades and 125 
msec fo r  smooth pursuits)  and execution times, 
45 msec and smooth pursuits require 133 msec t o  negotiate comparable 
10 deg arc  t ransi t ions.  
different osc i l l a t ion  frequencies under negative feedback (2-2.5 Hz 
for  the saccadic system and 3 .3  Hz f o r  the smooth system) and require 
d i f fe ren t  feedback gains t o  sustain such osc i l la t ions  (-5 f o r  the  sac- 
cadic system a& -8 f o r  the smooth system). 
saccades require 
Robinson, also,  showed tha t  the systems have 
The relat ionship m n g  the three low velocity outputs (noisy drifts ,  
corrective d r i f t s  and smooth pursuits) i s  not well established. 
three might be idependent , responding t o  different stimulus parameters, 
or ,  as was or iginal ly  proposed by Vachmias (1961), corrective dr i f t s  
during f ixa t ion  of a stationary target  might be controlled by t h e  same 
system t h a t  controls smooth pursuit of a moving target .  
A l l  
The present research examined Nachmias' (1961) suggestion by 
requiring subjects t o  f ixa t e  a stationary target tha t  was set i n  motion 
a t  one of six veloc i t ies  between 0.5 and 64 min arc/sec (from below t h e  
velocity of f ixa t ion  d r i f t s  i n to  the range where smooth pursuits are  
known t o  occur). 
smooth pursuits the d i rec t iona l  character is t ics  of slow dr i f t s  should 
gradually sh i f t  from t h e  i r regular  pat tern typ ica l  of t he  f ixat ion of 
a stationary target t o  t h e  direct ional ly  regular pattern typ ica l  of 
smooth pursuit. 
uishable from smooth pursuits except that i n  the  former case, t h e  direc- 
t i o n  required f o r  d r i f t  correction would be determined, exclusively, by 
e r ro r  producing movements of the  eye, whereas i n  the l a t t e r ,  t h e  k w  
If the  same system controls corrective dr i f t s  and 
I n  other words, corrective d r i f t s  should be indisting- 
6 
velocity corrective system must follow movements of the ta rge t  a s  
well. 
Experimentally, it should be possible t o  predict smooth pursuit 
character is t ics  from a knowledge of the  par t icular  direct ional  e r rors  
which a r e  nulled by corrective drifts  f o r  any single subject. 
example, the lowest pursuit velocity threshold would be expected paral- 
l e l  t o  the meridian along which d r i f t  correction i s  most effective.  
low velocity control system responds i n  a corrective fashion t o  m a n y  
noisy d r i f t s  on t h i s  meridian when the  target  i s  stationary and should, 
therefore, respond t o  a target moving a t  noisy d r i f t  velocity i n  t h i s  
direct ion,  
along other meridians where d r i f t  correction i s  l e s s  effect ive i n  the 
control  of r e t i n a l  image position. It should be possible t o  rank the 
measurements of d r i f t  correction a subject shows on each ret inal  meridian 
and t o  correlate  these rankings w i t h  smooth pursuit velocity thresholds 
found on t h e  same meridians. Clearly, then, it i s  necessary t o  examine 
pursuit  of ta rge ts  moving i n  a number of different  direct ions t o  deter- 
For 
The 
Pursuit velocity threshold would be higher f o r  ta rge t  motion 
mine whether a single system controls corrective dr i f t s  and smooth pur- 
su i t s .  Accordingly, subjects were asked t o  t rack  a target  which was set  
i n  motion i n  one of eight directions spaced a t  45 deg arc intervals .  
T r i a l s  during which t h e  f ixa t ion  target  did not move were also recorded 
i n  order t o  determine the degree of corrective d r i f t  compensation along 
each meridian fo r  each subject, Because the long term s t a b i l i t y  of t h e  
idiosyncratic corrective driM; pattern was not known, t r i a l s  during 
which the  ta rge t  did not move were randomly intermixed wi th  t r i a l s  w i t h  
moving ta rge ts ,  making it possible t o  determine each subject 's  correc- 
t i v e  d r i f t  p a t t e r n  a t  the same time a s  h i s  smooth pursuit character is t ics .  
THODS 
Apparatus. Two experienced subjects (RS - and _. AS) viewed, from 
a distance of 1.0 m, a small point displayed on the face of a - Tek-
tronix Model 503 oscilloscope (P-2 phosphor) 
grat icule  w a s  replaced by a f i l t e r  (Kodak -Wratten #25) which made 
t h e  t a rge t  appear red and eliminated a l l  afterglow. The t a rge t ' s  
location and veloci ty  were controlled (2 0*5$) by a modified - Elec-
t ron ic  Associates analog computer and solid-state RC timers. The 
luminance of t h e  ta rge t  was set 1.31 log un i t s  above absolute 
foveal threshold (8,5 mL f o r  R S  and 14.1 mL f o r  AS). - (See Appendix 
- A f o r  a description of t h e  stimulus generation procedure and Appen- 
dix - B f o r  ca l ibra t ion  procedures. ) 
The oscilloscope 
Two-dimensional eye movements of the r igh t  eye were recorded 
on 35mm infrared f i l m  by means of a contact lens-optical lever t h a t  
resolved horizontal  and v e r t i c a l  rotat ions i n  Listings's plane as 
small as 10 sec arc without contamination by torsions of t he  eye or  
t rans la t ions  of the head. steadied h i s  head on a p las t ic  denta l  
bite-board while viewing t h e  ta rge t  wi th  h i s  r igh t  eye. 
eye was occluded by a l igh t - t igh t  eye patch. 
description of the  recording technique. ) 
The l e f t  
(See Appendix - C f o r  
Procedure. Trials In i t i a t ed  by 2, typical ly  began w i t h  10.2 
sec f ixa t ion  of a stationary centered target which then  moved 45.0 
7 
8 
min a rc  i n  1 of 8 direct ions spaced a t  45 deg arc  intervals.  
ve loc i t ies  were O e 5 ,  2.0, 8.0, 16.0, 32.0 o r  64,O rnin arc/sec. 
Target 
The 
t r i a l  ended wi th  10.2 sec f ixa t ion  of the stationary target  i n  i t s  
new posi t ional  Trials were presented i n  blocks of 8 a t  each velocity,  
Each 8 -trial block contained 1 randomly inserted t r i a l  during which 
t h e  target remained stationary. 
randomized within each block. 
t he  conditions were replicated. 
The direct ions of target motion were 
Target velocity was counterbalanced as 
(*e Appendix - D f o r  detai lse)  
Film measurement an3 measurement error .  Two people (not familiar 
with the eye movement l i t e r a tu re )  measured records on a projection 
f i lm reader. To determine the optimal locus, eye position was measured 
f o r  each record a t  randomly sampled times w i t h i n  successive 0.5 sec 
of t he  3 sec period j u s t  pr ior  t o  target movement (shown by a strobe 
s t r i p e  on the  fi lm),  and during the second, th i rd  and fourth seconds 
after the target stopped moving (also shown by a strobe s t r ipe) .  To 
determine direct ion and magnitude of pursuits, eye position was 
measured each 0.1 sec during the first second after the  onset of t a r -  
get  motion, Similar samples, obtained a t  0.1 see intervals  during 
h e  f ixa t ion  periods before and after target motion were shortened 
t o  4.5 and 4.0 sec fo r  a number of high-velocity trials. This  was 
done t o  increase the number of short duration tr ials tha t  could be 
e f f i c i en t ly  recorded. For similar reasons, t he  movement period of 
a l l  0.5 min arc/sec trials was shortened t o  45.0 sec, allowing an 
angle of 22.5 min a rc  f o r  target movement. 
9 
trials w i t h  the  stationary target were pooled with the pre- and post- 
movement samples t o  improve the estimate of t h e  optimal locus. 
saccades were counted and t h e i r  onset times r e l a t ive  t o  the  beginning 
of ta rge t  motion were measured, 
was remeasured. Standard e r rors  of measurement were calculated f o r  
two of the more important s t a t i s t i c s  used t o  describe the eye move- 
ment data. The standard e r rors  of measurement of these s t a t i s t i c s  
were: 
d r i f t  magnitude 
A l l  
A random sample (9$)  of the  records 
4.6 deg a rc  f o r  d r i f t  direct ion and 0.32 min a rc  fo r  0,l sec 
Measures. The s t a t i s t i c a l  procedures used i n  t h e  present experi- 
ment were, f o r  the most part, straight-forward and w i l l  be defined 
when r e su l t s  a r e  presented. One procedure, the Directed Magnitude 
of Components of Eye Motion (DMCEX), however, i s  unusual and i t s  deriv- 
a t ion  and interpretat ion are discussed i n  the following section. 
The - DMCEM i s  a procedure fo r  summing vectors i n  two-dimensional 
space that can be used t o  calculate the s ize  and direct ion of eye 
movements. 
Nachmias (1959) f o r  describing maintained f ixa t ion  of a stationary 
target. The procedure was modified t o  calculate mean eye movement 
direct ion t o  the  nearest 0.5 deg a rc  and was used t o  describe both 
the  f ixa t ion  of a stationary target a pursuit of moving targets ,  
procedure an i ividual  eye movement vector i s  
This procedure was f l rs t  used i n  eye movement research by 
defined by referencing the beginning of the eye movement t o  an arbi-  
t r a ry  zero and determining the distance and direct ion ( i n  polar coordi- 
nates) of the  end-point of the  eye movement. 
nitude of components of motion pa ra l l e l  t o  each of 360 equispaced 
The mean directed mag- 
10 
meridians @a then be obtain of the normal 
ing each of t h e  360 e 2 i l l u s t r a t e s  
the procedur nitude of components of 
motion (Ra) for one @ye movement vector (x,y to x')y') i n  the first 
rant e 
ig. 2. 
EN d e COS ( t i ve  values of RN only, 
13 360' 
where e = tan (y - y e /  
nts of lo, 
-3. 
and = one of 360 meridli 
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Fig. 3. 
meridian of i n t e re s t ,  
t i o n  t o  the nearest 0.5 deg a rc  and s i ze  of the  eye movement vectors 
contributing t o  the  calculations. 
out a perfect c i r c l e  and t h a t  the  c i r c l e  is  traced out twice because 
meridians outside the range MN - + goo have negative vector lengths .  
(A Fortran V program fo r  calculating Mu i s  given i n  Appendix I&) 
The meridian (M ) containing the largest  mean vector i s  the 
Its angle and length represent the mean direc- 
Rbte tha t  the mean vectors t race  
Fig. 3 .  FJ MAGNITUDE AM) DIXECTION (MN) OF AVERAGED EYE MOVF&ENT 
VECTORSs THE ARROW SHOWS THE: DIRECPION OF TARGW MOTION. 
RESULTS 
B r i f t  Correction During Fixation of a ationary Target 
Drifts as well as saccades were corrective along a l l  meridians. 
D r i f t  and saccade character is t ics  during f ixa t ion  were examined by 
means of a correlat ional  analysis of t r ia ls  during which the  ta rge t  
remained stationary (19 tr ials f o r  - AS and 18 f o r  - R8). 
developed by Nachmias (1959), determines the degree t o  which eye 
movements correct f ixation e r rors  along a number of d i f fe ren t  r e t i n a l  
meridians (Nachmias examined 8 spaced at. 22.5 deg arc intervals) .  In  
t h e  present analysis correlat ions were calculated f o r  180 meridians 
spaced a t  1 deg arc intervals.' Two vector magnitudes were determined 
f o r  each saccade and 0.1 sec d r i f t .  The i n i t i a l  e r ror  vector was 
defined by the  l i n e  connecting t h e  posit ion of the eye a t  the  begin- 
ning of each saccade or  0.1 sec d r i f t  t o  the t r i a l  mean f ixat ion posi- 
t ion.  
posit ion of the eye a t  the beginning of a saccade or 0.1 sec d r i f t  t o  
t h e  posit ion a t  t h e  end of the movement. 
vectors were calculated on 180 meridians- 
son Product-Moment Correlation was then calculated fo r  t he  set of 
The technique, 
The movement vector was defined by the  l i ne  connecting the 
Reflected magnitudes of both 
On each meridian, the Pear- 
'180-0 deg arc is  one such meridian and 360-180 deg arc  i s  the  same 
meridian. 
w i l l  be described. 
optimal locus which is  estimated from t h e  mean f ixat ion position, 
generally assumed t o  locate the  ta rge t  image i n  the foveal bouquet. 
In  t h i s  example, movements t o  the  r ight  and t o  the  l e f t  
The or ig in  i n  t h i s  polar coordinate system i s  the  
paired (error-movement ) reflected magnitudes.' A negative correla- 
t i o n  coefficient on a meridian indicates t ha t  the  mean eye movement 
on tha t  meridian was corrective: it reduced the mean i n i t i a l  f ixa- 
t i o n  e r ror  on tha t  meridian. 
Fig. 4 shows the  degree of d r i f t  and saccadic correction. Sac- 
cades, and d r i f t s  were statistically s ignif icant  sources of position 
e r ror  compensation pa ra l l e l  t o  a l l  meridians, - i.g., a l l  correlations 
were negative and s ignif icant ly  different from zero (p 
tenth sec d r i f t s  were not, however, a8 effective a s  saccades i n  cor- 
rect ing pos i t i o t  e r rors  (the d r i f t  correlations were smaller) but 
dr i f ts  did correct position errors ,  and they did so along a l l  meridians. 
This r e su l t  i s  a t  variance with the ea r l i e r  study by Nachmias (1959) 
who found d r i f t  correction pa ra l l e l  t o  only a few meridians.2 Because 
intersaccadic d r i f t s  of ten change direction, Nachmias' 0.2 see d r i f t  
samples may have included more d r i f t s  t ha t  changed direct ion than the 
shorter 0.1 sec d r i f t  samples analyzed i n  the present experiment. 
This possibi l i ty  was examined by computing d r i f t  correlations on the  
present data fo r  0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 sec dr i f t s  i n  addition t o  the 0.1 
6ec d r i f t s  shown i n  Fig. 4. The r e su l t s  of t h i s  analysis a r e  plotted 
i n  Fig. 5.  Both 3 8s showed re la t ive ly  uniform correction along a l l  
%he correlation coeff ic ients  repeat every 180 deg arc  because the 
reflected magnitudes of a vector on any two axes 180 deg arc  apart 
a r e  equal i n  magnitude a d  opposite i n  sign. 
21t i s  more d i f f i c u l t  t o  interpret  the Fiorsnt ini  and Ercoles (1966) 
experiment because these investigators inferred the presence of d r i f t  
correction from frequency dis t r ibut ions of d r i f t  directions fo r  d r i f t s  
t ha t  were not of uniform durations. 
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F i g .  4. Pearson Product-Moment C o r r e l a t i o n s  (I-) between f i x a t i o n  
e r r o r  and eye movement vec to rs  computed on  360 mer id ians ,  
r e l a t i o n s  o f  0.1 sec d r i f t s  (cl) and microsaccades (2) are  p l o t t e d  
separa te l y  f o r  each s u b j e c t  (E and E). Microsaccade c o r r e l a t i o n s  
a re  based on 44 p a i r e d  error-movement vec to rs  f o r  E and 54 p a i r e d  
v e c t o r s  f o r  E. One-tenth sec d r i f t  c o r r e l a t i o n s  a re  based on 264 
p a i r e d  error-movement vec to rs  f o r  E and 245 p a i r e d  vec to rs  f o r  R S .  
A l l  c o r r e l a t i o n s  were s i g n i f i c a n t l y  d i f f e r e n t  f rom zero  (p<O.Ol 
Cor- 
0.0 
- 0 . 2  
h -0.4  
- 0 . 6  
- 0 . 8  
F i g .  5 .  Pearson Product-Moment C o r r e l a t i o n s  (I-) between f i x a t i o n  
e r r o r  and 1, 2 and 2 - t e n t h  sec d r i f t  vec to rs  computed on 360 
mer id ians .  
d r i f t  vec to rs  f o r  E and 245 vec to rs  f o r  RS;  t he  0.2 sec c o r r e l a t i o n s  
a re  based on 117 f o r  AS and 105 f o r  f 6 ;  and the  0.3 sec c o r r e l a t i o n s  
are  based on 68 f o r  11s and 53 f o r  E. 
n i f i c a n t l y  d i f f e r e n t  f rom zero (pCO.01). 
The 0.1 sec c o r r e l a t i o n s  a re  based on 264 p a i r e d  e r r o r -  
A l l  c o r r e l a t i o n s  were s i g -  
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meridians regardless of the  duration of the d r i f t  sample.' The mag- 
nitude of t he  correlations increased with longer sampling intervals  
which means tha t  d r i f t s  became more corrective a s  t i m e  passed. I n  
fac t ,  the 0.3 sec d r i f t s  of both Ss were as corrective a s  t h e i r  sac- 
cades (0 .3  sec d r i f t  correlations and saccade correlations were both 
about -0.6) e 
- 
The finding t h a t  the present - Ss used low velocity eye movements 
t o  keep t h e i r  eyes i n  place along a l l  meridians i s  not surprising 
i n  l igh t  of t he  subsequent2 finding t h a t  these 2 s '  d r i f t  eye movements, 
i n  t h e  absence of saccades, did not allow the  eye t o  wander from t h e  
"optimal" locus (Steinman, e t  a l e ,  1967). 
ever, low veloci ty  posit ion control was inferred from the s t a b i l i t y  
In  t h i s  pr ior  report ,  hcw- 
of the  eye i n  the absence of saccades: d r i f t  character is t ics  were not 
analyzed. The present research reports a quantitative analysis of 
d r i f t  charac te r i s t ics  of these - Ss and shows t h a t  they actual ly  do 
employ corrective d r i f t s  on a l l  meridians. 
There has been only one pr ior  correlat ional  analysis of the two- 
dimensional f ixa t ion  eye movement pat tern which provided a detailed 
description of t h e  r e l a t ive  contribution of saccades and d r i f t s  t o  
the control of eye posit ion (Nachmias, 1959). There have, however, 
been numerous studies of other features of oculomotor control under 
conditions comparable t o  those i n  the  present experiment. A 
%he correlations f o r  0.4 sec d r i f t s  overlapped the 0.3 sec d r i f t  
correlations.  Since, the  number of 0.4 sec d r i f t s  was small, 0.4 
sec d r i f t  correlat ions were not plotted i n  Fig. 5. 
2The present recordings were made 1 year before 2 s  knew they  were 
able t o  voluntarily suppress saccades while viewing a stationary 
f ixa t ion  t a rge t  (Steinman, e t  al.,  1967). 
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comparison of t he  present '%'  - performance with these ea r l i e r  reports 
showed tha t  t h e i r  f ixa t ion  of the stationary ta rge t  was quite similar 
t o  performance of other contact lens  - Ss. The median saccade r a t e  of 
30 - 3s i n  14 d i f fe ren t  experiments (Ditchburn and Foley-Figher, 1967) 
was 1.7 saccades/sec (Q1 = 
see and - RS's rate was 1.9 saccades/sec. 
magnitude f o r  the same group of - Ss was 4.5 rnin a rc  (Q1 = 3.0, Q3 =6.0); 
AS's 
absolute saccade magnitude was 3.6 rnin arc.  
d r i f t  veloci ty  f o r  t h e  same large group of contact lens Ss was 6.0 
min  arc/sec; AS'S mean estimated intersaccadic d r i f t  velocity was 6 
min arc/sec and - R S ' s  was 8 rnin arc/sec. 
1.4, Q3 = 3.3); - AS's rate was 1.2 saccades/ 
The median absolute saccade 
mean absolute saccade magnitude was 4.6 rnin arc and RS's mean - 
The mean intersaccadic 
Fixation s t a b i l i t y  was described 
i n  t h e  present experiment by the  area of a b ivar ia te  contour e l l i p se  
(68.3% of eye posit ions) (Phchmias, 1959; Steiman, 1965). 
e l l i p s e  areas were 85.5 min arc2 f o r  - AS and 48.2 rnin arc2 fo r  - RS.
values indicate  very stable two-dimensional f ixa t ion  and compare favor- 
Contour 
These 
ably with earlier reports of these and other @. 
a more detailed comparison f ixa t ion  character is t ics  and the  assumptions 
(See Appendix F - f o r  
required t o  make some of these comparisons. 
Implications. The good agreement between many features of t h e  
f ixa t ion  patterns of  t he  present and previous contact lens - Ss indicates 
t h a t  t h e  present r e s u l t s  are reasonably representative of f ixat ion pat- 
t e rns  observed whenever experienced subjects f i xa t e  8 stationary target .  
The finding t h a t  the  present - Ss used d r i f t  correction along all meri- 
dians was unexpected and ruled out the  planned analyses of smooth pur- 
s u i t s  along d i f f e ren t i a l ly  corrective d r i f t  meridians. 
t i o n  had been more o r  less prominent along d i f fe ren t  meridians, it 
If d r i f t  correc- 
would have been possible t o  see whether smooth pursuit character is t tcs  
varied i n  the same manner when the  target  was moved i n  different  direc- 
1 t ions.  
The fact tha t  there was a good deal of d r i f t  correction has impor- 
t an t  consequences f o r  estimating f ixa t ion  d r i f t  velocity, particularly 
fo r  t he  examination of the relationship of f ixa t ion  d r i f t s  t o  smooth pur- 
su i t s .  If the  same low velocity system controls corrective d r i f t s  and 
smooth pursuits, it should be possible t o  act ivate  t h i s  system wi th  t a r -  
ge ts  moving a t  f ixa t ion  d r i f t  veloci t ies .  The appropriate estimate of 
f ixa t ion  d r i f t  velocity is, therefore, very important. It should be 
based on sampling intervals  suff ic ient ly  br ief  t o  exclude changes i n  
d r i f t  direction. Long sampling intervals  would lead t o  low estimates of 
f ixa t ion  d r i f t  velocity because long d r i f t s  include movements towards and 
away from the  optimal locus. The best  estimate of f ixat ion O r i f t  velocity 
w i l l  be based, then, on the shortest  available d r i f t  sample (0.1 sec). 
Mean 0.1 sec d r i f t  velocity of - AS was 15 min arc/sec (S.D. = 9.6). 
mean 0.1 sec d r i f t  velocity was also 15 min arc/sec (S.D. = 7.3). 
- RS's 
Both 
- 3s'  mean 0.1 sec d r i f t  velocity was about twice a s  f a s t  a s  their  i n t e r -  
saccadic dr i f ts  which lasted 0.5 - 0.8 sec. The difference between 0.1 
sec and intersaccadic d r i f t  ve loc i t ies  can best be explained by assuming 
tha t  intersaccadic dr i f ts  move the eye over a curved path. This was the 
case. The f ixa t ion  records show many intersaccadic dr i f ts  tha t  curved 
back slowly on their  own track. 
0.1 sec periods during which time the eye moved a t  15 min  arc/sec. 
Most drifts appeared t o  b e  l inear  during 
%his strategy r 
whose corrective d r i f t  pat tern i s  not uniform. 
i n s  potentially useful, provided - Ss can be found 
same direct ion 
from the mean as the target 
e r m r  angle, hich is defined as  the  mea absolute value of t h e  d i f fe r -  
ence ( i n  deg a rc )  betw direct ion of t a rge t  motion (Q) a 
it (described 
section). I n  other words, 
the mean error  angle i s  the  angular difference between the direct ion t h e  
eye mved am3 the direct ion the target movefl. Mean ermr angles were 
computed from successive 0.1 sec measurements of eye position starting 
0.3 sec a f t e r  the ta rge t  was set i n  motion. (Measmements made during 
the first 0.3 sec of target  motion were not included i n  t h i s  analysis 
because a description of "steady-state" smooth pursuit was desired. 
Slow eye movements i n  the direct ion of the  target  motion (smooth 
Mean pursui ts)  became more frequent as target  velocity was increased. 
error  angles a deviations a re  plotted i n  Fig. 6. A t  
t he  highest t a rge t  velocity (64 mi arc/sec) both - Ss made almost a l l  
of their  low v 
(Overall mean e r ro r  a 
s i n  the  direct ion of ta rge t  
= 3.9 deg arc f o r  &; 
appropr~ate  e r i t e r i o  
angle s ignif icant  l e s s  than 90 deg c because g0 deg arc  i s  t h e  
t ion  had no i 
ixation errors  
20 
S 
F i g .  6. 
o f  t a r g e t  v e l o c i t y .  
Mean smooth e r r o r  angle and s tandard d e v i a t i o n s  as a f u n c t i o n  
21 
over eye movement direct ion (as much movement toward a s  away from the 
direct ion of the ta rge t ) .  
confidence in te rva l  around the mean error  angle) both - Ss' low velocity 
eye movements a t  the highest t a rge t  velocity were smooth pursuits. 
Both - AS and - R S a lso  smoothly pursued ta rge ts  moving a t  32 and 
By t h i s  c r i te r ion  (estimated wi th  a 95$ 
16 rnin arc/sec and _. AS continued t o  smoothly pursue targets  moving 
a s  s l o w l y  as 8 rnin arc/sec. 
8 min arc/sec ta rge t  velocity was 74.5 deg arc  (S.D. = 50.5 deg arc) .  
AS - smoothly pursued ta rge ts  moving a t  8 min arc/sec but not a t  and 
below 2 rnin arc/sec. - AS'S mean error  angle with t h e  2 min  arc/sec 
ta rge t  was 70.5 deg a rc  (S.D. = 53.5 deg arc) .  (See Appendix H fo r  
tabled mean error  angles, standard deviations and the number of eye 
movements averaged a t  each ta rge t  velocity. ) 
- R S did not : h i s  mean error angle a t  the 
The mean velocity (min arcfsec) of slow eye movements was calcu- 
lated from the  magnitude (MN) of 0.1 sec d r i f t s  obtained by the DMCEM 
procedure described i n  the  l a s t  portion of the MEASURESIEWS section. 
Mean eye velocity (averaged over the eight ta rge t  directions) i s  plot- 
ted as a function of ta rge t  velocity i n  Fig. 7. 
the slopes of the  functions shown i n  t h i s  f igure (from a slope of 
about zero t o  about one) can be interpreted as evidence f o r  a smooth 
pursuit velocity threshold. 
fo r  - AS and a t  16 min arc/sec f o r  L RS. Target motion had no effect  on 
smooth eye velocity below threshold (dr i f ts  were considerably fas te r  
than the ta rge t  velocity below threshold and pursuits were s l ight ly  
slower than the  ta rge t  velocity above threshold). 
match velocity w i t h  the target  a t  a l l  of the target  ve loc i t ies  studied. 
The marked change i n  
This  threshold was found a t  8 min  arc/sec 
The eye did not 
22 
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F i g .  7. 
The s tandard d e v i a t i o n s  o f  eye v e l o c i t y  d i d  no t  vary  i n  a systemat ic  
manner w i t h  t a r g e t  v e l o c i t y  (S .D.s  ranged f rom 2.7 - 7.2 min arc/sec 
f o r  AS and f rom 2.8 - 13.5 min arc/sec f o r  E). 
Mean smooth eye v e l o c i t y  as a f u n c t i o n  o f  t a r g e t  v e l o c i t y .  
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(The eye would have exactly matched target  velocity if the data points 
had f a l l e n  on the solid diagonal l ine  i n  t h i s  log-log plot.)  The best 
velocity matching ( ~ 6 ~ 9 s )  observed f o r  A S  was i n  response to  the tar- 
get  moving a t  32 min arc/sec. 
64 min arc/sec ta rge t  e 
and standard deviations, the  number of eye movements measured and 
velocity-matching percentages e ) 
- 
RS most closely matched (94.8%) the 
c
(See Appendix 2 f o r  tabled mean eye veloci t ies  
The smooth pursuit velocity threshold can be described i n  the 
servo metaphor by plot t ing the  eye movement velocity data as a velocity 
gain (output velocity/input velocity) - vs. target  velocity function. 
Fig. 8 shows t h i s  function. 
(1969) a re  included i n  these graphs. 
j ec t s  (AS - and RS) tracked ta rge ts  moving horizontally a t  34, 69, 172, 
344 a d  687 min arc/sec. 
t i o n  at  8 min arc/sec f o r  AS and a t  16 min arc/sec f o r  RS. 
veloc i t ies  below the corner velocity, gain was high (the eye moved 
considerably f a s t e r  than the  target) indicating tha t  the system was 
operating i n  open-loop conditions, i.e. without stable feedback. Above 
corner velocity, t a rge t  velocity had control over low velocity eye move- 
ments ( the feedback loop had stabilized) and the  system's gain was rela-  
Data from ail experiment by Steinman, e t  a l .  
In tha t  experiment t he  same sub- 
There was a corner i n  the system's gain func- 
A t  target  - c
t ive ly  stable a t  somewhat l e s s  than 0.0 dB. The data points obtained 
i n  the  subsequent experiment (points joined by dashed l ines)  show that  
the slope of the  gain function remains similar a t  much higher target  
veloci t ies .  (See Appendix 2 f o r  tabled gain functions.) 
The velocity threshold f o r  smooth pursuit was the  same when it 
The error  angle was estimated by velocity or  e r ror  angle c r i t e r i a .  
c r i t e r ion  fo r  smooth pursuit (error  angle l e s s  than 90 deg arc)  
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F i g .  8. Gain (eye ve loc t y / t a r g e t  v e l o c i t y  i n  dec ibe ls)  as a f u n c t i o o  o f  
t a r g e t  v e l o c i t y .  
i n  the  graph on the l e f t  and the  gain o f  subject  s ' s  low v e l o c i t y  system 
i s  shown i n  the graph on the r i g h t .  S o l i d  l i n e s  connect data p o i n t s  ob- 
ta ined i n  the  present experiment. Dashed l i n e s  connect data p o i n t s  ( f o r  
the  same S s )  repor ted by Steinman, Skavenski and Sansbury (1969). 
The ga n o f  subject  & Is  low v e l o c i t y  system i s  shown 
25 
definition of 
i s  necessary because, 
i n  the target's direc- 
ch direction of target 
movements i n  the targetfs direction at verx target velocities. 
elocities. as's 
suit velocities i n  these two directions, hQwWer, were 10-20 times 
c/sec target and about 3 times greater than 
chssifica- 
8 as mooth 
26 
begins when the  speed of the object equals the speed of the irregu- 
l a r  d r i f t  of the  eye e I) *'' and that smooth pursuits were readily 
observed a t  target  ve loc i t ies  greater  than 10 - 15 m i n  arc/sec. 
lar charac te r i s t ics  were observed i n  the  present recordings. I n  the 
second study, Steinman, -- e t  a l e  (1969), using the  same - Ss as  the pre- 
sent experiment, presented only one target  velocitg below 1 deg arc/' 
sec (34 min arc/sec). 
sent resu l t s .  
S i m i -  
Their r e su l t s  were qui te  similar t o  the pre- 
When the  ta rge t  moved faster t h a n  1 deg arcjsec,  the eye's two- 
dimensional pursuit  character is t ics  were, f o r  the  most part ,  similar 
t o  those reported by previous investigators f o r  one-dimensional 
records of horizontal  tracking (see Alpern, 1962 for  a summary of 
the eye's horizontal  tracking character is t ics)  e 
noted was t h a t  smooth pursuit velocity was generally less  than t a r -  
get velocity.  T h i s  f a i l w e  t o  match target  velocity has been reported 
and discussed i n  d e t a i l  by Rzckett and Steintnan (1969) who suggested 
t h a t  velocity undershooting is  probably a general character is t ic  of 
smooth pursuit. 
- Ss, the  sens i t iv i ty  of t he  recording method and the demonstration of 
velocity undershooting i n  a large sample of smooth pursuits. 
present r e su l t s  were obtained with the  same - Ss and recording method. 
These r e su l t s  show tha t  velocity undershooting occurs even when the 
ta rge t  i s  very slow. It seems reasonable t o  ask whether there might 
be something "abnormal" about - AS and c RS and whether "velocity under- 
shooting" i s  r ea l ly  a general character is t ic  of the low velocity 
The major exception 
This suggestion was based on the experience of t h e i r  
The 
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control system.' 
that AS and R8 are "abnormal": these subjects are  the  f i r s t  t o  show 
uniform patterm of d r i f t  "correction" pa ra l l e l  t o  a l l  meridianso 
However, the d r i f t  "correction" pattern has been analyzed i n  d e t a i l  
f o r  only four subjects t o  date (the present two and Rachmias' (1959) 
two - Ss who did not have uniform d r i f t  ncorrection'' patterns).  Any 
populational statement based on t h i s  sample would be unwarranted. 
Also, even if - AS and - R S turn out t o  be exceptions with respect t o  
the uniformity of t h e i r  "corrective" d r i f t  pattern, there i s  no 
reason t o  assume t h a t  t h e i r  a b i l i t y  t o  smoothly "correct" position 
e r rors  along a l l  meridians (a  useful  s k i l l )  i s  i n  any way related to  
t h e i r  i nab i l i t y  t o  smoothly pursue as  fast as the target  moves (prob- 
ably also a useful skill, because i f  - Ss actual ly  match target  velocity, 
the target  image would be 
Some evidence i n  the present experiment suggests 
- -
It stabil ized" and would disappear from view). 
'Amplitude gains of l e s s  than 0,O db (velocity undershooting) have 
been reported f o r  sinusoidally mving ta rge ts  on the horizontal axis 
(Fender, 1964) and also f o r  "unpredictable" sinusoidally moving tar- 
gets  on the horizontal ax is  (Stark, -- e t  a l e ,  1962). These researchers, 
however, did not choose t o  emphasize t h i s  particular r e su l t ,  although 
it has considerable significance f o r  the  operation of the low velocity 
pur s u i t  sys tern 
stem Controls A l l  Low Velocity Eye Movements 
The purpose of t he  present research was t o  c l a r i fy  the  relation- 
ship between noisy d r i f t s ,  corrective d r i f t s  and smooth pursuits by 
examining Nachmias' (1961) suggestion t h a t  corrective dr i f t s  and 
smooth pursui ts  are controlled by a single system, i.e. smooth pursuit 
of a moving ta rge t  i s  controlled by the  same low velocity system t h a t  
corrects posit ion e r rors  introduced by noisy d r i f t s  during maintained 
f ixa t ion  of a stationary ta rge t .  
convincing support of Machmias' suggestion. This might not have been 
the  case i f  AS and I RS had shown some re t ina lmer id ians  where d r i f t  
correction was not an effect ive means of re t inal  position control., 
Had they performed i n  t h i s  manner, it would have been possible t o  
analyze low velocity tracking along corrective and non-correct ive meria- 
ians  looking for  d i f fe ren t  smooth pursuit character is t ics  para l le l  t o  
each type. 
-
The r e su l t s  did not provide en t i re ly  
-
The results seem t o  support Hachias' suggestion that  a single 
system controls a l l  smooth corrective movements e 
based on the  following two considerations: 
Th i s  conclusion i s  
1) E there  are two low velocity control systems, one that  cor- 
r e c t s  posit ion e r rors  produced by noisy dr i f ts  during f ixat ion of a 
stationary t a rge t  and a seco tha t  smoothly pursues a moving target ,  
as t a rge t  velocity increases control must s h i f t  from the corrective 
28 
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drif't p s i t i o n  system t o  the smooth pursuit velocity system. 
analyses performed on the  present eye movement records failed t o  show 
any sign of a s h i f t  from one system t o  a qual i ta t ively different one. 
It is  possible, however, t ha t  t h e  velocity a t  which the smooth pursuit 
system took over control from the corrective d r i f t  system was i n  t h e  
range of f ixa t ion  d r i f t  velocity and t h a t  the t ransfer  of system con- 
t r o l  was, therefore, unobservable. The changes i n  the error  angle vs. 
t a rge t  veloci ty  functions were very gradual and it seems unlikely t h a t  
low velocity control shif ted from one system t o  a qual i ta t ively differ-  
ent one. 
t h a t  there  i s  a s ingle  low velocity control system whose characteris- 
t i c s  can account f o r  the  present datao 
The 
-
The present r e su l t s  are more easily explained by assuming 
2) A dual  system model. of low velocity control i s  unnecessary 
because it can be shown t h a t  a single low velocity control system can 
not only follow moving t a rge t s  but can correct posit ion errors  when 
stationary t a rge t s  are fixated. There are two input signals t o  such 
a system. The f irst  i s  t h e  r e t i n a l  position of the  target  image and 
the second is  the low velocity changes i n  posit ion generated by instab- 
i l i t i e s  i n  the  oculomotor system (noisy drif'ts continually change the  
veloci ty  and direct ion of the  eye). This single low velocity control 
system has a response threshold f o r  low velocity e r rors  somewhere i n  
the  range of noisy d r i f t  ve loc i t ies .  
objectively , t he  low velocity control  system w i l l  pursue 
a l l  noisy d r i f t s  t h a t  a re  fast enough t o  exceed velocity threshold. 
These pursuits w i l l  move the  eye i n  a direct ion opposite t o  t h e  direc- 
t i o n  of drift displacement, 
so as t o  n u l l  the  veloci ty  e r ror  s ignal  which, i n  t h i s  case, was 
n t he  f ixat ion ta rge t  i s  
In  other wordsp the  system moves the  eye 
produced by i n s t a b i l i t y  within the system i tself .  Once the eye starts 
t o  follow a displacement of t he  t a rge t  image produced by a suprathres- 
hold noisy d r i f t ,  t he  magnitude of the velocity error  w i l l  be reduced 
and eventually f a l l  below threshold f o r  the control system. 
point, the  eye w i l l  begin t o  
parameters of the system's own ins t ab i l i t i e s .  
A t  t h i s  
er i n  a pat tern determined solely by 
When the f ixa t ion  t a rge t  i s  objectively mavin@;, the  motion of the  
t a rge t  provides a velocity e r ror  s ignal  which is  the same as  tha t  pro- 
duced by oculomotor in s t ab i l i t y  when the  ta rge t  i s  stationary., If the  
target  moves fast enough, the  low velocity control system w i l l  be 
activated and w i l l  t r y  t o  n u l l  the suprathresshokl. veloci-cy error .  
eye movements are called smooth ~ ~ s ~ ~ t  smooth pursuit, the  
veloci ty  of t h e  target motion w i l l  add lly t o  the velocity 
of t he  noisy d r i f t s  and the  net image v e h c i t y  must be suff ic ient  t o  
exceed the  system's threshold before puslai t  of a very slowly moving 
ta rge t  can occur. The velocity threshold i s  less important when t h e  
t a rge t  is moved rapidly because noisy d r i f t s  contribute only a small 
percentage of the t o t a l  movement of t h e  t rget  image under such condi- 
t ions 
S w n  
When t h e  eye begins t o  rge t  velocity,  the velocity e r ror  
(difference between eye and ta rge t  velocity) decreasess 
er ror  fa l ls  below velocity threshold, pursuit i e  no longer signalled 
and the  eye starts to slow down. 
veloci ty  e r ror  s ignal  increases as long 
move, exceeds threshold a d  once again provides a s ignal  f o r  the system 
i sy  d r i f t s  and the  eye's i n e r t i a l  characteris-  
When the  
0 ce pursuit has slowed down, t h e  
s the t a rge t  continues t o  
t i c s  (Robinson, 1965) m y  occasio l l y  combine w i t h  t h e  l o w  velocity 
control system's 
target f o r  short 
pursuit t o  allow the  eye t o  move f a s t e r  than the 
periods of time. "he eye's average velocity, how- 
ever, must always be less than the target's because pursuit, i t s e l f ,  
reduces the  stimulus which ac t iva tes  pursuit. 
Two other character is t ics  of the proposed single system model of 
low velocity control can be described: 
1) The l o w  velocity syst  
It responds only t o  velocity errorse 
the target  image i s  on the retina a 
present u n t i l  t he  posi t ion of the target  
o r  objective movement of the  target. 
does not respond t o  posit ion errors.  
The system does not know where 
maintains whatever position i s  
$e i s  changed by a saccade 
2 )  Inw velocity position control i s  highly dependent upon the 
character is t ics  of t he  oculomotor system's i n s t ab i l i t i e s .  
- 3s showed direct ional ly  uniform patterns of drift  correction, which 
makes it possible t o  predict that these ss w i l l  be able t o  hold t h e i r  
eye8 
saccades. 
(such as those reported by Nachmias, 1959, who did not show uniform 
diPeCtiORal patterns of d r i f t  correction) should perform di f fe ren t lyo  
Subjects, who have dominant direct ions of noisy d r i f t s  not compensated 
by corrective drifts, use sac@ exclusively, -to correct errors  i n  
these direct ions e ess Pixation saccades, they should 
d r i f t  away from t h e i r  o r ig ina l  f ixa t ion  posit ion i n  directions predict- 
The present 
i n  place f o r  long periods of time when they suppress f ixa t ion  
They can do t h i s  (Steinman, e t  al .  , 1967) Other subjects 
l y s i s  of t h e i r  corrective d r i f t  ttern. This prediction 
32 
These considerations led t o  the e 
low velocity control  from a servo theory approach i n  order t o  provide 
a more precise description of a control system which had such charac- 
t e r i s t i c s *  F i r s t ,  I rev i  ed exis t ing servomechanical models of eye 
posit ion control i n  order t o  determine whether pr ior  applications of 
the  feedback control  system approach could be used t o  describe my 
data* They could not. 
analytical teo3.s Q to t 
ab be t 
simp co e 
33 
with %he role of saccades in 
tive zone no r 
because it ascribes - all 
34 
( lgg2 present& separate 
systemse The 
obtains a brief s 100-200 msec a 
the  act ion of the saccadic system, 
it seems un l i  ment control for two 
Robinson (1965) has shown t ha t  t he  eye's response t o  two successive 
ramp stimuli  temporally spaced e i the r  150, 100 o r  75 msec a 
(although delayed by a reepnse latency) two smooth eye movements tempor- 
ally separated from each other by l.50, 100 and 75 msec, respectively. 
Thus, if there  i s  a r period, it must be 
response time 0% t he  mech 
us system (Rashbass, 
he basis of simplic- 
m o t  describe the 
e t  led m e  t o  t r y  t o  sketch 
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POSIT1 ON FEEDBACK 
r m w i  trt 
I MACE l U 5 l L I S  
F i g .  9. The proposed model of low velocity eye movement control. 
el 0 c i t  
m&al of the 
tion to w h a t  i s  
eatwes of the model 
servomechanism whose output velecity i s  always less than i t s  input 
velocity, - -  i .e, a Type 0 servoI w t l  
Translator. When subjects fixate a target, %he target i s  imaged 
on the retinal surface and i s  convert into a position Sig 
Point I in the 
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- velocity control 
o f  eye posit ion 
i n  t he  dark, 
cades are suppress s i t i o n  i n  the dlark r 
eaccadss w e  control i s  exclusively 
saccadic a& ~ u ~ h  less t is v i s ib l e  and low 
veloci ty  correction is s~~~~~~ ( s i t i on  on 
an average meridis increasedl %porn ap 
t a rge t  was v i s ib l e  t o  about 30 min ar 
i n  t o t a l  darkness). 
t o  keep i n  glace 
- Mise  Generator. element i n  the 
Direction and veloci ty  by noisy d r i  s i n  t he  presence 
of a t a rge t  are introrlluced a t  1 
The oculomtor 
i n  continual motion 
ause the eye is  
ents are important 
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loc i ty  control 
a less important 
ster than the eye 
C?OnSiS%S 0% five CQ one internal feedback 
loop : 
This est suit  of simple 
lineal? %sir 
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ss 
target ~ e l ~ ~ i t i @ s .  
s tilt es aat importa i n  tha t  it gre- 
vents  e r ro r  h target ve loc i t ies  
t h e  next element 
i n  the system, a d i f f ~ r e n t i  trelocit3 l i m i t -  
ing is a necessary feature of loci ty  controlled system, A 
theoreticallg. perfect d i f f  
put to any instantaneous ( 
prac t i ca l  d i f f  e r en t i a t e r  01 
with i n f i n i t e  out- 
a t  i t s  input a 
(narrower baindwi s u i t  tasksg yielded 
the shorter  t i m e  
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t h i s  feature i 
th eye movement sub- 
different  iator ( fianct io 
slow changes i n  
3.1 amounts of 
expected to serve as a 80 
servomechanis 
the output of 
4 1  
in fact, unity (input velocity = out 
of the eye mvement control servo a 
mental error, 
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1 to the mplifiere 
general structure of the d e l ;  other 
the time required for the servo to  achieve i ts  
velocity (D'Azzo and Houpis, 1966). 
back gaias merely &lter 
8ummiaR Point 3. The 
to i t a  input at 
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e The features  which distinguish 
the proposed m&eP from others are the  prediction of noisy a 
ive eye movements when stationary targets are f i x a t  
t i o n  of velocity undershooting when moving targets are tracked. Seve- 
ra l  features of the  model as it now stands are either open t o  question 
or  require further elucidationo For ple : 
and t he  predic- 
1 )  Relatively l i t t l e  is  actual ly  known about t he  characteris- 
t i c s  of t he  retinal "dead zone" reported by Glezer (1959) and Boyce 
(1967) who suggested t h a t  there  is an area of the  retinal surface 
which does not provide posi t ion information t o  the  oculomotor system. 
The present model i s  based, i n  part, on a different concept; t ha t  
there  i s  no "dead zone" f o r  velocity but there i s  a smooth pursuit 
velocity threshold. 
f o r  velocity and only when ta rge ts  move outside t h i s  area w i l l  the  
eye begin t o  smoothly pursue. This poss ib i l i ty  can be examined by 
instruct ing subjects t o  smoothly pursue a ta rge t  which i s  stepped i n  
It is  possible tha t  there i s  a r e t i n a l  "dead zone" 
one direct ion and i s  then set into constant velocity motion i n  t h a t  
direction. If the  target hiage position i s  i n i t i a l l y  displaced f a r  
enough t o  be outside the l i m i t s  of a velocity "dead zone", smooth 
pursuit  at lower v e h c i t i e s  than were observed i n  the present experi- 
ment w i l l  occuro On the  other ha 3 t h e  smooth pursuit Velocity 
eshoU w i l l  re i t i ons  i f  there i s  
no "dead zone' $or t a rge t  velocity,  
the proposed anode1 i s  tenable. 
a[p t h i s  proves t o  be the  case, 
2) The location sf t he  noise generator i s  not specif i  
model. ut& to i n s t ab i l i t y  of t h e  extra-ocular 
musclese It se t o  suspect that a t  least some of t h e  
44 
e to  the d i f fe ren t ia t ing  process1 which determines 
ye Electro-physio%ogic 1 studies of movement-sensitive 
provide B mea 
ing process itself. 
unt of noise generated 
3)  The low-pass f i l ter  is icized as a single element, 
It is qui te  that  each element i n  t h e  Pow velocity control sys- 
tem has i ts  ow band-pass charac te r i s t icso  These character is t ics  
are u n a t  t h e  present time, lthough it is hoped t h a t  it w i l l  be 
possible t o  design experiments t o  ident i fy  the  characteristics of each 
element i n  the low veloci ty  control syst  such experiments are 
l ike ly  t o  procede from behavioral attempts t o  open t h e  velocity alld 
posit ion feedback loops i n  the in t ac t  organism and from neurological 
studies within the  system i tself ,  
4) Xn i t s  present qua l i ta t ive  state it i s  not possible t o  use 
the proposed model t o  describe quantitatively the  smooth system's 
response t o  periodic stimuli. 
t i ons  reported i n  earlier models cannot be used f o r  t h i s  purpose 
Unfortunately, exis t ing t ransfer  func- 
because t h e i r  developers did not 
ing techniques, a 
e suf f ic ien t ly  sensi t ive record- 
c t  shown by t h e i r  failure t o  detect velocity 
under shooting For queant i ta t  ive ediction, cyc l ica l  stimulus motions 
w i t h  specifiable frequency charact erist i c  s ( perhaps t h e  two-dimensional 
soids used by er0 1969b, c )  m e t  be coupled 
a sensi t ive rrecordi method i n  order t o  establish the  functional 
r w i l l  be noisy because d i f fe ren t ia t ing  r e s u l t s  
1 noisy inputs, - -  ioeo di f fe ren t ia tors  
s i g n a ~ ~  ( typ ica l  OP nervous system " 
45 
hase vso frequency) of the  proposed Type "0" 
smooth eye mov n t ro l  system, lishing these parameters 
_. 
er ( 1965% , c ) demonstrated 
that ,  when the outputs of t h e  smooth and saccadic systems are treated 
as a single combined output, t he  functional parameters of the  combined 
system change with the  comp 
width decreases with increasing task complexity (the combined systems 
respond t o  a narrower range of stimulus frequencies) a d  response 
i t y  of t he  f ixa t ion  task, band- 
latency increases. 
In  i t s  present form, t h e  proposed model may be used t o  quantitat-  
ively predict t he  smooth system's response t o  l inear ,  constant velocity 
target motions and only qual i ta t ively predict the response t o  cycl ical  
t a rge t  motionb. Quantitative prediction of t h e  response t o  periodic 
stimuli w i l l  require only fur ther  data gathering (as outlined above) 
and f i t t i n g  of t he  appropriate t ransfer  functions. If, hawever, t h e  
stimulus dependent parameter modifications reported by St. Cyr and 
Fender turn  out t o  be character is t ic  of t he  smooth system the  proposed 
model of the low veloci ty  control system w i l l  have t o  be m o d i f i e d .  
a t ions w i l l  d i r ec t ly  concern the t e-delay alnd low-pass 
w i l l  have strong implications fo r  the investigations 
described i n  paragraph 3 above. 
present mdel a lso  does not ccount for  several other 
w i t h  the t racki  of periodic stimuli. 
), Westheimer (1954), Stark, -- e t  al. (1962) 
hen stimuli are periodic 
alnd thus predictable, t h e  eye posit ion control system's performance 
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can improve with practice. 
that  when r e l a t i v  periodic st imli r e  occasional 
t h e m r e ,  Westheimer (1954) demonstrated 
nce did not deter iorate .  The eye was 
able t o  predict t he  position of the  ta rge t  even though it was not 
v i s ib l e  at  a l l  times. Since such predictive a learning capabi l i t ies  
a r e  probably c a c t e r i s t i c  of t he  smooth system alone, the system 
w i l l  be, as Pe r (1964) has used t h e  term, an input-adaptive system. 
Input-adaptation implie$ that the system can add predictive and short- 
term memory un i t s  t o  i t s  structure when required by the f ixat ion task.  
The proposed model does not have t h i s  ca 
only be applicable t o  the  ear ly  stages of a periodic tracking task. 
Such features  could, of course, be added t o  the input side of the 
present model I n  a fashion analogous t o  tha t  employed by Ra311os and 
Jones (1963) when suff ic ient  descriptive data become available. 
therefore, w i l l  
6) There i s  some evidence t o  suppport the notion of complete 
voluntary control of the  l o w  velocity control system. 
(1969) have shown that  subjects a r e  able t o  smoothly pursue ta rge ts  
riu choeen fract ions of the  t a rge t ' s  velocity. 
ing implies that the  overa l l  gain of the smooth system i s  adjustable 
i n  some volunta i l y  controlled nner, In i t s  n t  non-vo luntary 
(ref lexive)  form9 the model does not attempt t o  i s  not able to, 
einman, -- et a l .
Their f ind-  
t h a t  a gain control  t o  t he  present model by 
PI. the  Type "0" servo. 
i c a t  ion factor  ICa be adjusted ( i n  
1 )  is cer tainly open 
the scope of t h  
47 
7 )  The evidence presented i n  support of a single, velocity con- 
trolled, smooth pursuit system was of eb neg Live character. A s h i f t  
rom 8 controlled system t o  a controlled system 
when the stationary target w a s  set i n  motion i s  possible. Th i s  hypo- 
thesis may be examined by studying the  d i rec t iona l  pursuit movements 
of subjects who do not s h o w  uniform pat terns  of d r i f t  correction. 
a 
face was cov 
nce was &gusted 
$ 5  standard izrtensity cont nce was sa t  
at 1.31 log un i t s  above the  absolute foveal t 
fo r  each - %I by a descending method o f  adjustment e The ac tua l  lumi- 
name of the targets was 8.5 m& for - Rs and 15,1 HLL f o r  AS, 
Append%.% B for 
(%e 
description of the absolute ~ a l ~ ~ r a t i o ~  procedures. ) 
The oscilloscope display wa5 driven by a if ied Electronic 
t o  prnvj.de a ser ies  Associatee radar computer which was p 
of ramp voltages. AV/ A t  (t 
y the v e r t i c a l  i 
The duration of target motio 
by loca l ly  constructed, highly s table ,  sol id-s ta te  RC timers. 
Fig, 10 is a block dfa 8m of the computer and associated timer- 
oscilloscope c i rcu i t ry ,  A regulat 
inverting aznplflier (1) - provided a I or - 100 VDC input t o  the 
48 
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Fig. 10. A block diagram of  the electronic apparatus employed 
ting and timing stimuli. An example of the switch 
configurations required to m v e  a point up and to the right on 
the oscilloscope face is also illustrated. 
or  t o  each trial, 
OF zem velocity tr ial ,  
Bs i n i t i a t ed  a trial by 6 b s b n g  a OB which ac t iva t  
Timer 1. Thi the camera 
grat ing c a ~ c i ~ r s .  
am3 the short was removed from the integrating capacitors. me aecoo3. 
timer o p e r a t a  an infrared strobe tube t o  mark the beginning of target 
motion aml closhd S+ ard 3 which applied input t o  the  voltage dividers. 
The voltage div iders  and the weighting r ee i s to r s  C, &I, and E', ef fec t -  
ively divided the  100 VDC input in to  g0,OOO steps ,of . O O l l l o e e  vo l t s  
each, 
(-1/Rc) JPin dt, t h e  output Y Q l t a g e  was a n  increasing finctiom of 
time for a constant voltage input, 
adjusting the voltage divider t o  a precalibrated posit iono 
Wben it hsd "timed-out", 
Since the t ranefer  function f o r  c i r cu i t s  of this type is le,auL = 
t 
1 preset the input voltages by 
The out- 
s of the  b r r t e p t o r a  (amplifiers 8 and 3) wer 
scope during the operation of Timer 2, 
Pig, 10 inclwlea an example of the c i r c u i t  eo 
move t h e  target 
apply some portion of t 
amplifier (2) P which i m v  
of the fn tegra t i  
the point w i l l  
T h i a  had the effect of stopping the target motion completely a 
eticule,  enscribed 
ed i n  f ront  of 
t h e  oscilloscope face. 
ed so that the stimulu 
center mark. The dur of the  45 min arc  ta rge t  motion was then 
calculated f o r  each velocity and set on 2 (Timer controlled 
the duraction of stimulus motion). Finally, ramp voltage slopes were 
adjusted on the  computer 80 t ha t  the point was occluded by the  45 min 
a rc  radius c i r c l e  when the timer had "timed-out". 
recorded for ta rge t  direct ions of 0,  90, 180 a 
computer settings f o r  45, 135, 225 and 315 deg arc  were calc 
confirmed i n  t h e  manner previously described. 
"direction" computer settings were determined prior t o  r u n n i ~  the  
The oscilloscope position controls were ad jus t -  
These values were 
270 deg arc and the  
A l l  "velocity" and 
The duration 0% Timer 2 was conti  
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5.625, 2*812, 1.406 or 0,703 see for the 
0.5, 2.0, 8.0, 16.0, 32.0 and 64.0 min arc/sec 
target velocities respectively, 
- Ther 3: 
duration = 10,187 see, Pi = 9 or 
duration = 4.052 sec, N = 9. 
post-movement fixation period; median 
Stimulus intensity. The stimulus intensity was sat at 1.31 fog 
units above each - 8's absolute threshold for a descending method of 
adjustment. A 1.31 log unit II_ Kbdak neutral density f i l ter  was placed 
54 
e was renloved fmm i n  
absolute luminance. The luminance of the point targets, calibrated 
in this manner, was 8.5 IliL for and 15.1 
is t h e  preferred method 
i an t  of t h i s  proc 3 
This method 
eye ro ta t ions  about the ve r t i ca l  
imted by torsions of 
sesl on the r igh t  eye 
and steadied t he i r  heads with p las t i c  dental  b i t i ng  boards. A plane 
mirroro adjustable so as t o  be IK) 
lnounted on a hol1ow aluminum stalk attached t o  the temporal side of 
the corneal bulge of the  le system im&ged a small 
portion of an automobile headlight 
contact lens mirror. 
portion of the reco om the  contact leas 
1 t o  the Pine of rega 
ent  (G.E. - -  1183) on the  
A wedge shaped aperture, placed i n  a collimat 
5 
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Fig. I ? .  Schematic diagram o f  the f i x a t i o n  path (dashed l i n e )  
and recording apparatus (sol i d  1 ine). ,S- i s  the recording source 
G 4 lenses; SJ G aper- 
tures; & Kodak #87 i n f ra red  f i l t e r  (recording) o r  v i s i b l e  red 
f i 1 t e r  (a1 ignment); ~ E 2 f i r s t  surface mi r r o  s; a small 
ce mirror attached t o  c t  lens worn on 
the r i g h t  eye (RE); ST strobe tubes f o r  1 . O  sec time b 
marking onset and o f f s e t  o f  t get motion; 0.1 sec t i m e  base 
shutter.  The lower i n s e r t  sh ge of the wedge 
s l i t  i n  f r o n t  of the f i l m ;  the arrow ind i c  
f i l m  motion i n  the c 
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C Y TABGETS WITH 
I? e i s  of the random interspersed catch" (no target 
motion) trials was performed. This  analysis permitted the  eye move- 
ments of the present - 5s t o  be compared. with reports of the eye move- 
ments of most other contact lens - Ss. The descriptive measures (see 
below) were obtained from the  19 "catch" t r i a l s  presented t o  AS - and 
the 18 "catch" trials presented t o  - R6.
saccade and 245 tenth sec d r i f t  samples i n  35.6 sec of f ixat ion for  
R8 and 44 saccade and 264 tenth sec d r i f t  samples i n  33.9 sec of 
f ixa t ion  fo r  - AS.
of experimentat ion ,
These t r i a l s  yielded 54 
The trials were scattered throughout several months' 
Ditchburn and Foley-Fisher (1967) reported tha t  50$ of the  sub- 
j e c t s  i n  t h e i r  l i t e r a tu re  surrey (comprising 14 different  experiments 
with 30 contact lens subjects) had saccade rates between 1,4 and 3.3 
saceades/sec. 
t h i s  range, a 
median of the survey group and was j u s t  above the 1.7 saecades/sec 
E's saccade rate, 1.2 saccades/sec, was j u s t  below 
- RS's rate of' 1.9 saccadesjsec f e l l  very close t o  the  
exhibited several  years previously h i l e  viewing a s i m i -  
lar ta rge t  (liteinman, 1965). 
Tlae absolute of saccadic movements was estimated 
the mean of the  alagular difference between the  beginning 
i n t  measurements of t he  0.1 sec i n t e  a l s  that  contained 
63 
vector was 1.5 m i  
e/sec (10 times the  0 ,  
r td  the  median 
drifts f o r  their  sample from which the mean effect ive d r i f t  velocity 
can be estimated. 
compared w i t h  the 15 min arc/sec absolute d r i f t  ve loc i t ies  report  
However, the  estimate (6,o m i  
above f o r  the present - Sse 
a casual examjlnstion of the f ixa t ion  records; in%ersSrcc&bc d r i  
The d f l f i e u l t y  i s  readily apparent from 
do not follow a l inear  course but are usually seen t o  c 
back on their  own trackp ke2* they move the  eye bwards, as 
away f r o m ,  the eye's mean posit iono Th IB process i s  fair 
n t s  necessa 
0 
6 
of 5 bivariate contour 
iability measure a 
areas i n  which the retinal images of the target object were fou 
68.3s of the time. 
tion stability but also compare favorably with p ~ ~ o ~  measures OP 
fixation stability for these and other subjects ( 
These values not on icate excellent fba-  
amre of the 
error required an estimate of the target 
and during target movement. 
image was est 
The init ial  position of the target 
ed by aesrjuening that the image 
measured i n  that period. 
target image position was fkrther improved by i 
The reliability of t h i s  e 
66 
cwraimies 
t in& those for statio 
allowed tracking errors to  build up to approx 
F i g .  12. 
and t ime from the  onset o f  t a r g e t  motion. 
a r e  p l o t t e d  i n  t h e  l e f t  graph f o r  subject  E and i n  the r i g h t  graph f o r  
subject  E. 
Mean absolute t r a c k i n g  e r r o r  as a funct ion  o f  t a r g e t  v e l o c i t y  
Mean absolute t rack ing  e r r o r s  
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0 
41 AS 
target velocity 
0 48 5 12 22 7 7 
45 87 140 11 17 6 5 
90 3.23 76 35 1 5  17 0 
135 75 119 88 31  8 17 
180 3-03 158 52 4 30 14 
225 16 66 24 25 5 0 
270 2 20 22 0 1 4 
3 1 5  63 31 41 2 8 7 
38.9 53.5 23.8 10.8 8.5 3.9 
71 
0 97 100 65 80 41 10 
45 9 3 126 77 8 1 
90 160 22 175 0 0 4 
135 139 20 82 17 18 14 
180 105 159 37 42 24 0 
225 112 60 31 17 4 8 
270 9 32 14 132 1 0 
3 15 37 32 51 63 27 2.2, 
m 54.4 48.0 50.5 39.3 12.8 5.1 
velocity eye movement error angles - t he  mean absolute 
tude of the difference between the direction the  eye 
and the direction the zarget wwed ( 8 )  for different 
ections, X is  the overall mea 
SI) refer to  t h i s  overall mea 
E 
rl 
El 
I I 
I I 
A 
P 
R 
target subject 
0.5 22.8 23.8 
2 906 12.6 
a -5 .o 2 .o 
16 -1.2 -3.1 
32 -0.3 -1.8 
3! 
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-0.8 
-0.5 
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_3 
-0.8 
IL 
-2.3 
-0.4 
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-1.5 
in  of the Low velocity control sys 
locities, me! target velocities ( 
i n  values ( i n  decibels) which are 
enski an8 Sansbury ( 
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